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Abstract

The complexity of Digital Signal Processing (DSP) ap-
plications has been steadily increasing due to advances in
hardware design for embedded processors. To meet criti-
cal power consumption and timing constraints, many DSP
applications are hand-coded in assembly. Because the cost
of hand-coding is becoming prohibitive for developing an
embedded system, there is a trend toward the use of high-
level programming languages, particularly C, and the use
of optimizing compilers for software development. Con-
sequently, more than ever there is a need for compilers
to optimize DSP application to make effective use of the
available hardware resources. Existing DSP codes are of-
ten riddled with pointer-based data accesses, because DSP
programmers have the mistaken belief that a compiler will
always generate better target code. The use of extensive
pointer arithmetic makes analysis and optimization diffi-
cult for compilers for modern DSPs with regular architec-
tures and large homogeneous registers sets. In this paper,
we present a novel algorithm for converting pointer-based
code to code with explicit array accesses. The conversion
enables a compiler to perform data flow analysis and loop
optimizations on DSP codes.

1. Introduction

The complexity of digital signal processing (DSP) ap-
plications has been steadily increasing. Advances in hard-
ware design for embedded processors have led to a steep
increase in the number of architectural features that can be
exploited by DSP applications. Embedded processors are
the vast majority of shipped processors, due to the high de-
mand for commodity products such as cell phones. The
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specialized architectures of embedded systems that are, for
example, used in cell phones are traditionally hand-coded
in assembly to meet critical power consumption and timing
constraints. Because the cost of software development is
becoming prohibitive for developing an embedded system,
there is a trend toward the use of high-level programming
languages, particularly C, and the use of optimizing com-
pilers. Consequently, more than ever there is a need for C
compilers to optimize these programs to make effective use
of the available hardware resources.

The loop-timing constraints of a DSP application are
the most critical of the entire application. Therefore, the
main task of a compiler is to optimize loops. The appli-
cation of loop transformations requires pointer analysis, in-
duction variable recognition, and data dependence analy-
sis. The effectiveness of optimizing loop transformations
depends solely on the accuracy of these methods. The in-
ability of compilers to effectively perform program analysis
may result in considerable performance and/or power losses
caused by worst-case assumptions or when program analy-
sis has to be performed at run-time.

Current compiler analysis is hampered by the exten-
sive pointer arithmetic frequently used in DSP applica-
tions written in C. DSP programmers are actively encour-
aged to use pointer-based code in the mistaken belief that
the compiler will always generate better target code [13].
Pointer-based accesses and pointer arithmetic are com-
monly used to inform compilers to use theAddress Genera-
tion Unit (AGU) post-increment and decrement addressing
modes [17]. However, the use of pointer arithmetic makes
analysis and optimization difficult for compilers for mod-
ern DSPs with regular architectures and large homogeneous
registers sets.

In this paper, we present a novel algorithm for converting
pointer-based code to code with explicit array accesses. The
conversion enables a compiler to perform data flow analy-
sis, e.g. [9], loop optimizations [18, 23, 27], loop scheduling



for power reduction [24], and DSP architecture-specific op-
timizations that require explicit array references, e.g. [7, 8].
The pointer-based accesses and induction variables are con-
verted to explicit array accesses with index expressions that
directly depend on the loop induction variables of the outer
loops. The method can handle pointer arithmetic with lin-
ear and non-linear pointer variable updates. The comple-
mentary conversion, from explicit array accesses to pointer-
based accesses with generation of optimal AGU code, has
been studied by others, e.g. [17].

The remaining part of this paper is organized as fol-
lows. Section 2 discusses related work which is followed
in Section 3 by some motivating examples. In Section 4 we
present our general algorithm including a detailed descrip-
tion of the mathematical background of the method. Finally,
some concluding remarks are given in Section 5.

2. Related Work

Allen and Johnson [3] used their vectorization and par-
allelization framework as an intermediate language for in-
duction variable substitution to generate pointer expressions
that are more amenable to vectorization than the original
representation. However, their approach does not fully con-
vert pointers to index expressions. Muchnick [18] mentions
the regeneration of array indexes from pointer-based array
traversal, but no explicit details are given.

In [21] we introduced a novel method for induction vari-
able recognition as part of an algorithm for induction vari-
able substitution. This earlier work forms the basis of our
pointer-based code analysis and conversion method. In gen-
eral, loop induction variable recognition [1, 2, 18, 23, 27] is
essential for most loop restructuring transformations. Many
ad-hoc compiler analysis methods exist that are capable of
recognizing linear induction variables, see e.g. [1, 2, 18, 23,
27]. These ad-hoc techniques fall short of recognizingGen-
eralized Induction Variables(GIVs) with values that form
polynomial and geometric progressions through loop itera-
tions [4, 10, 11, 14, 15, 22]. GIV recognition is an impor-
tant analysis technique for compilers in general [16, 19, 22].
In particular, the demand drivensequence classification
method by Gerlek et al. [14] and Haghighat’ssymbolic dif-
ferencingmethod [15, 16] are powerful GIV recognition
methods. However, symbolic differencing is not safe [21]
and its application can lead to non-semantics preserving
code transformations. The sequence classification method
relies on the use of various solvers to detect GIVs. A solver
is required for each type of sequence: linear, polynomial,
geometric, periodic, and wrap-around. In contrast, our GIV
recognition method is safe and simple to implement yet fast
and equally powerful to existing methods, except that the
method cannot detect periodic sequences [14] also known
as cyclic recurrences [16].

The work presented in this paper is most closely related
to the work of Franke and O’Boyle [13]. They developed a
compiler transformation to convert pointer-based accesses
to explicit array accesses. However, their work has several
assumptions and restrictions. In particular, their method is
restricted to structured loops with a constant upper bound
and all pointer arithmetic has to be data independent, i.e.
pointer updates with constant increment/decrement values.
Furthermore, pointer assignments, apart from initializations
to some start element of the array to be traversed, are not
permitted. Existing DSP codes, e.g. the GSM EFR speech
codec [12], typically use various forms of pointer initializa-
tions and data dependent pointer updates. In addition, DSP
codes may use non-rectangular loops. Our approach goes
beyond existing work. More specifically, our algorithm can
handle non-rectangular loops, more general pointer initial-
izations, and the most common types of data dependent and
independent pointer updates.

3. Motivation

We illustrate the need for analyzing data dependent and
non-linear pointer updates by a compiler for a DSP architec-
ture with an example code segment of theLsp Az routine
of the GSM Enhanced Full Rate (EFR) speech codec [12],
see Figure 1 below.

S1: f += 2;
S2: lsp += 2;
S3: for (i = 2; i <= 5; i++)
S4: { *f = f[-2];
S5: for (j = 1; j < i; j++, f--)
S6: *f += f[-2]-2*(*lsp)*f[-1];
S7: *f -= 2*(*lsp);
S8: f += i;
S9: lsp += 2; }

Figure 1. Example Lsp Az Code Segment

The code shown in Figure 1 is a slightly modified version
of the originalLsp Az routine. The original code adopts
function calls for performing specialized word-size arith-
metic operations on data but not on pointers. We replaced
these function calls with conventional arithmetic operations
to enhance readability. The modifications do not affect the
applicability of the conversion algorithm.

Note that the loop nest is triangular: the upper bound of
the inner loop counter variablej is the outer loop counter
variablei . The pointer decrementf-- in S5 is used in a
simple linear traversal by the inner loop over the data. Be-
cause the loop nest is triangular,f will have been decre-
mented byi-1 (the j -loop iteration count) at the end of
the j -loop (S7). This means that thef pointer update is



potentially non-linear with respect to thei -loop, because
the increment is a function ofi . However, statementS8
incrementsf by i and as a result thef pointer has a unit
increment through thei -loop iterations.

Existing compiler analysis algorithms [13] cannot ana-
lyze and transform the example code from pointer-based
accesses to explicit array accesses, because the loop nest
is triangular and statementS8 involves a data dependent
pointer update. Worse, the fact that the example code ex-
hibits pointer updates that are potentially non-linear makes
it hard to analyze this code in general. Our pointer analysis
algorithm automatically transforms the example code into
the code segment depicted in Figure 2 below.

for (i = 0; i <= 3; i++)
{ f[i+2] = f[i];

for (j = 0; j <= i; j++)
f[i-j+2] += f[i-j]-2*lsp[2*i+2]*f[i-j+1];

f[1] -= 2*lsp[2*i+2]; }

Figure 2. Transformed Lsp Az Code Segment

In the transformed code, all pointer-based array accesses
are replaced by explicit array accesses and all pointer up-
date operations are removed. Note that after the conversion,
the array index expressions in the code appear to be affine
which makes the code amenable to data flow analysis [9],
loop optimizations [18, 23, 27], loop scheduling for power
reduction [24], and DSP architecture-specific optimizations
that require explicit array references, e.g. [7, 8].

Another hard-to-analyze example is the general radix-2
FFT algorithm whose outline is shown in Figure 3 below.

S1: b = N/2;
S2: n = 2;
S3: for (s = 0; s < log2N; s++)
S4: { p = x;
S5: q = p+b;
S6: for (i = 0; i < n/2; i++)
S7: { for (j = 0; j < b; j++)
S8: { ... *p ...
S9: ... *q ...
S10: p++;
S11: q++; }
S12: p += b;
S13: q += b;
S14: ... }
S15: n = n*2;
S16: b = b/2; }

Figure 3. Example Radix-2 FFT

A compiler, for example, might need to determine
whether pointersp and q used in statementsS8 and S9

are aliases which would mean that the pointer-based ar-
ray accesses are data dependent. Conversion of the pointer
accesses to explicit array accesses is required to enable
an accurate data dependence analysis of the array refer-
ences. Note that the loop nest of the FFT algorithm is
non-rectangular and pointer updatesS12and S13are de-
pendent on geometric induction variableb which is halved
through each iteration of thes -loop. Our algorithm can
handle multi-dimensional loops with generalized induction
variables that form polynomial and geometric progressions
through loop iterations and pointer updates that depend on
coupled induction variables. The resulting transformation
by our algorithm is shown in Figure 4 below.

for (s = 0; s <= log2N-1; s++)
{ for (i = 0; i <= 1<<s-1; i++)

{ for (j = 0; j <= N>>(s+1)-1; j++)
{ ... x[j+2*i*(N>>(s+1))] ...

... x[j+(2*i+1)*(N>>(s+1))] ... }
... }

}

Figure 4. Transformed Radix-2 FFT

Note that then andb variables are recognized as geo-
metric functions which were replaced by bit-shift operators.
Becausej runs from0 to N>>(s+1)-1 , the array accesses
are independent with respect to thei andj loop.

4. Algorithm

In this section we present our conversion algorithm that
transforms pointer-based array accesses in loops into ex-
plicit array accesses. The algorithm exploits the fact that
the analysis of pointer arithmetic can be viewed as a form
of induction variable recognition. In [21] we developed an
algorithm for generalized induction variable recognition. In
this paper, we will extend this algorithm with a method to
analyze pointer-based array accesses. To this end, we in-
troduce the notion ofpointer access descriptionswhich are
canonical representations of pointer accesses to memory as
functions of the counter variables of the enclosing loop nest.

4.1. Chains of Recurrences

The mathematical basis of our induction variable recog-
nition method is provided by theChains of Recurrences
(CR) formalism. The CR formalism was originally devel-
oped by Zima [25, 26] and later improved by Bachmann,
Zima, and Wang [6]. In their work CRs are used to expe-
dite the evaluation of real- and complex-valued functions
on regular grids by an algorithmic transformation that is es-
sentially a form of loop strength reduction. To expedite the



evaluation of a closed-form function in a loop with counter
variablei, the function can be rewritten into a mathematical
equivalent chain of recurrences, see e.g. [5, 6, 26]:

Φi = {φ0,�1, {φ1,�2, · · · , {φk−1,�k, fk}i}i}i (1)

which is generally written as a single flattened tuple

Φi = {φ0,�1, φ1,�2, · · · ,�k, fk}i (2)

with k = L(Φi) the length of the CR.
Borrowing partly from [26], we callΦi a polynomialor

pure-sumCR if�j = +, for all j = 1, . . . , k. A polynomial
CR has a closed-form function that is ak-order polynomial
in variablei. Φi is anexponentialor pure-productCR if
�j = ∗, for all j = 1, . . . , k. An exponential CRΦi =
{φ0, ∗, f1}i is geometricif f1 is i-loop invariant. The CR
Φi is aGIV if �j = + for j = 1, . . . , k − 1 and�k = ∗.
The CRΦi = {φ0, ∗, φ1,+, f2}i is afactorial CR if φ1 ≥ 1
andf2 = 1, orφ1 ≤ −1 andf2 = −1.

The construction of a CR for a closed-form expressionE
proceeds by replacing every occurrence of the loop counter
variablei in E by the CR{a,+, s}i, wherea is i’s (sym-
bolic) initial value ands is the stride. Then,CR rules
shown in Figure 6 are exhaustively applied to simplifyE.
The exhaustive application ofCR results in so-calledCR-
expressions, which are expressions thatcontain CRs as
subexpressions. In [20] we proved thatCR is complete
(i.e. confluent and terminating) and, hence, CRs are nor-
mal forms for polynomials, exponentials, GIVs, and facto-
rials. We found several new rules (3, 7, 10, 11, 13, and 21
in Figure 6) that we added to the original CR algebra for
normalization purposes.

A CR can be directly translated into an algorithm that
utilizes induction variables to compute the original function
on a regular grid much faster than computing the function
values for every grid point [6], see Figure 5.

F [0] := φ0

cr1 := φ1

:
crk := fk
for i = 1 to n do

F [i] := F [i− 1]�1 cr1

cr1 := cr1 �2 cr2

:
crk−1:= crk−1 �k crk

od

Figure 5. Computation of Function F of a CR
{φ0,�1, φ2,�2, . . . ,�k, fk}i on Grid i = 0, . . . , n

The algorithm shown in Figure 5 defines the semantics
of CRs as a representation for discrete functions. The al-
gorithm tabulates a functionF on a grid0, . . . , n through

updates to induction variablescrj , j = 1, . . . , k, in a loop
over the grid points. The difference between the use of CRs
in this algorithm and the work presented in this paper is
that we utilize CRs as normal forms for solving the comple-
mentary problem: the translation of induction variables and
pointer arithmetic to closed-form expressions that depend
on the counter variables of the enclosing loop nest.

4.2. Pointer Access Descriptions

We introduce the notion of aPointer Access Description
(PAD) which is a pointer-typed CR that describes the mem-
ory accesses made by a pointer in a loop nest as a function of
the counter variables of the loop nest. In its simplest form, a
PAD is a CRΦi = {φ0,+, . . . , fk}i with φ0 a pointer-typed
expression or memory address andφj for j = 1, . . . , k − 1
andfk are integer-typed expressions or CRs that depend on
other counter variables.

As an example, consider a loop with counter variablei
initialized to zero and having stride one. The PADs for sev-
eral example array and pointer location accesses are shown
in Table 1 below1.

Access PAD
1 a[i] {a,+, 1}i
2 a[2*i+1] {a+1,+, 2}i
3 a[(i*i-i)/2] {a,+, 0,+, 1}i
4 a[1<<i] {a+1,+, 1, ∗, 2}i
5 p++ {p0,+, 1}i
6 q-=2 {q0,+,−2}i
7 r+=i {r0,+, 0,+, 1}i
8 s+=2*i {s0,+, 0,+, 2}i

Table 1. Example PADs

The coefficientsp0, q0, r0, ands0 denote the initial val-
ues of the pointers prior to the execution of the loop. Note
that the PADs 1, 2, 5, and 6 are linear CRs, 3, 7, and 8 are
second order polynomial CRs, and 4 is a GIV CR which, in
general, is the sum of a polynomial and a geometric func-
tion.

Pointers and arrays are exchangeable in C, which con-
tributes to the popularity of C (and C++) for programming
with pointer arithmetic for array access. In C, an array ac-
cessa[ n] can be written as a pointer expression*(a+ n)
which dereferences thenth element ofa. That is, the ad-
dition of an integer valuen to a pointer in a C expression
means the address of thenth element beyond the address the
pointer currently points to. The valuen is scaled according
to the size of the elements the pointer points to, which is
determined by the type declaration of the pointer.

1Thep, q, r , ands pointer updates shown in this table are assumed to
be unique in the loop.



LHS RHS Condition
1 {φ0,+, 0}i ⇒ φ0

2 {φ0, ∗, 1}i ⇒ φ0

3 {0, ∗, f1}i ⇒ 0
4 −{φ0,+, f1}i ⇒ {−φ0,+,−f1}i
5 −{φ0, ∗, f1}i ⇒ {−φ0, ∗, f1}i
6 {φ0,+, f1}i ± E ⇒ {φ0 ± E,+, f1}i whenE is i-loop invariant
7 {φ0, ∗, f1}i ± E ⇒ {φ0 ± E,+, φ0 ∗ (f1 − 1), ∗, f1}i whenE andf1 arei-loop invariant
8 E ∗ {φ0,+, f1}i ⇒ {E ∗ φ0,+, E ∗ f1}i whenE is i-loop invariant
9 E ∗ {φ0, ∗, f1}i ⇒ {E ∗ φ0, ∗, f1}i whenE is i-loop invariant

10 E/{φ0,+, f1}1 ⇒ 1/{φ0/E,+, f1/E}i whenE 6= 1 is i-loop invariant
11 E/{φ0, ∗, f1}1 ⇒ {E/φ0, ∗, 1/f1}i whenE is i-loop invariant
12 {φ0,+, f1}i ± {ψ0,+, g1}i ⇒ {φ0 ± ψ0,+, f1 ± g1}i
13 {φ0, ∗, f1}i ± {ψ0,+, g1}i ⇒ {φ0 ± ψ0,+, {φ0 ∗ (f1 − 1), ∗, f1}i ± g1}i whenf1 is i-loop invariant
14 {φ0,+, f1}i ∗ {ψ0,+, g1}i ⇒ {φ0 ∗ ψ0,+, {φ0,+, f1}i ∗ g1 + {ψ0,+, g1}i ∗ f1 + f1 ∗ g1}i
15 {φ0, ∗, f1}i ∗ {ψ0, ∗, g1}i ⇒ {φ0 ∗ ψ0, ∗, f1 ∗ g1}i
16 {φ0, ∗, f1}Ei ⇒ {φE0 , ∗, fE1 }i whenE is i-loop invariant
17 {φ0, ∗, f1}{ψ0,+,g1}i

i ⇒ {φ0
ψ0 , ∗, {φ0, ∗, f1}g1i ∗ f

{ψ0,+,g1}i
1 ∗ fg11 }i

18 E{φ0,+,f1}i ⇒ {Eφ0 , ∗, Ef1}i whenE is i-loop invariant

19 {φ0,+, f1}ni ⇒
{
{φ0,+, f1}i ∗ {φ0,+, f1}n−1

i if n ∈ ZZ, n > 1
1/{φ0,+, f1}−ni if n ∈ ZZ, n < 0

20 {φ0,+, f1}i! ⇒

 {φ0!, ∗,
(∏f1

j=1
{φ0 + j,+, f1}i

)
}i if f1 ≥ 0

{φ0!, ∗,
(∏|f1|

j=1
{φ0 + j,+, f1}i

)−1

}i if f1 < 0

21 {φ0,+, φ1, ∗, f2} ⇒ {φ0, ∗, f2}i when φ1
φ0

= f2 − 1

Note: Bachmann’s algorithm [5] can be used for fast polynomial multiplication inO(k2) time, wherek is the order of the polynomial. The application of

rule 14 requiresO(k3) operations for multiplication. Zima describes an algorithm for polynomial CR division [26]..

Figure 6. CR

Figure 7 shows valid pointer expressions in C which is
presented in the figure as a syntactic convention.

1 ptr expr ::= ptr var
2 | array var
3 | & l value
4 | ptr expr+ int expr
5 | ptr expr- int expr
6 int expr ::= ptr expr- ptr expr
7 | other integer-typed expressions
8 rel expr ::= ptr expr relop ptrexpr

Figure 7. Pointer Expressions in C

A pointer expression is a pointer variable (1), array vari-
able (2), or the memory address of a data object (l value)
(3). Integer values can be added or subtracted from pointer
expressions to form pointer expressions (4 and5). Pointer
expressions of the same pointer type can be subtracted (6).
For example, ifp andq point to elements of the same ar-
ray, thenq-p is an integer value that is the number of el-
ements fromp to q. Pointers that point to the elements
of the same array can be compared (8) with the relations
relop∈{<,<=,==,>,>=,!= }.

We let the usual semantics of pointer expressions in C
also apply to pointers and addresses in PADs. For example,
the coefficienta+1 in the second PAD in Table 1 denotes
the address of the second element of arraya, i.e. &a[1] .

The CR algebra preserves the semantics of pointer ex-
pressions as illustrated in Table 2 below.

Operation Result CR Rules
1 ptr expr± CR ⇒ PAD 6, 7
2 PAD± constant ⇒ PAD 6
3 PAD± CR ⇒ PAD 12, 13
4 PAD− ptr expr ⇒ CR 6
5 ptr expr− PAD ⇒ CR 6, 4
6 PAD1 − PAD2 ⇒ CR or constant 12, 1

Table 2. Pointer Arithmetic With PADs

This means that the PAD of an explicit array access can
be obtained directly by CR construction as described in Sec-
tion 4.1. For example, the address ofa[i] translates into
a+i which is represented bya+{0,+, 1}i and simplified
to the PAD{a,+, 1}i by CR rule 6.

In the above discussion, it was assumed that pointers
and addresses were loop invariant. When pointers are not



LHS RHS Condition
1 {φ0,+, f1}i ⇒ φ0 + {0,+, f1}i whenφ0 6= 0
2 {φ0, ∗, f1}i ⇒ φ0 ∗ {1, ∗, f1}i whenφ0 6= 1
3 {0,+,−f1}i ⇒ −{0,+, f1}i
4 {0,+, f1 + g1}i ⇒ {0,+, f1}i + {0,+, g1}i
5 {0,+, f1 ∗ g1}i ⇒ f1 ∗ {0,+, g1}i wheni does not occur inf1

6 {0,+, f i1}i ⇒ fi1−1

f1−1
wheni does not occur inf1 andf1 6= 1

7 {0,+, fg1+h1
1 }i ⇒ {0,+, fg11 ∗ f

h1
1 }i

8 {0,+, fg1∗h1
1 }i ⇒ {0,+, (fg11 )hi}i wheni does not occur inf1 andg1

9 {0,+, f1}i ⇒ i ∗ f1 wheni does not occur inf1

10 {0,+, i}i ⇒ i2−i
2

11 {0,+, in}i ⇒
∑n

k=0

(n+1
k )

n+1
Bk i

n−k+1 for n ∈ IN,Bk is kth Bernoulli number
12 {1, ∗,−f1}i ⇒ (−1)i{1, ∗, f1}i
13 {1, ∗, 1

f1
}i ⇒ {1, ∗, f1}−1

i

14 {1, ∗, f1 ∗ g1}i ⇒ {1, ∗, f1}i ∗ {1, ∗, g1}i
15 {1, ∗, fg11 }i ⇒ f

{1,∗,g1}i
1 wheni does not occur inf1

16 {1, ∗, gf11 }i ⇒ {1, ∗, g1}if1 wheni does not occur inf1

17 {1, ∗, f1}i ⇒ f i1 wheni does not occur inf1

18 {1, ∗, i}i ⇒ 0i

19 {1, ∗, i+ f1}i ⇒ (i+f1−1)!
(f1−1)!

wheni does not occur inf1 andf1 ≥ 1

20 {1, ∗, f1 − i}i ⇒ (−1)i ∗ (i−f1−1)!
(−f1−1)!

wheni does not occur inf1 andf1 ≤ −1

Figure 8. CR−1

loop invariant, e.g. the pointers in Table 1 examples5–8,
a closed-form expression for each pointer access must be
derived that solely depends on the counter variables of the
loop nest. The essential step required for this translation is
the derivation of a closed-form expression for pointer ac-
cesses.

4.3. Generalized Induction Variables

The pointer-based array traversal analysis problem is
similar to the problem of finding the closed-form functions
of induction variables. That is, pointer update operations
in a loop can be viewed as a form of induction variable
updates. In particular, the recognition of data dependent
pointer updates corresponds to the recognition ofGeneral-
ized Induction Variables(GIVs). A GIV V is character-
ized [16] by itscharacteristic functionχV defined by

χV (n) = ϕ(n) + r an (3)

wheren is the loop iteration number,ϕ is a polynomial of
orderk, anda andr are loop-invariant expressions.

The objective ofGIV recognitionis to find the closed-
form characteristic function of a GIV in a loop nest. The
removal of the updates of a GIV in a loop nest and the
substitution of the induction variable with its closed-form
characteristic function in expressions is known asInduc-
tion Variable Substitution(IVS). IVS effectively removes

all cross-iteration dependencies induced by GIV updates.
This, for example, enables loops to be parallelized [16].

The conversion of pointer traversals with pointer arith-
metic to closed-form pointer expressions that depend on the
counter variables of the enclosing loop nest is similar to in-
duction variable substitution. The IVS algorithm presented
in [21] exploits the CR notation for GIV recognition. The
closed-form characteristic function of a GIV is obtained by
application of the CR inverse rulesCR−1 shown in Fig-
ure 8 which we specifically developed for this purpose. To
quickly obtain the closed-form of a polynomial CRΦi New-
ton’s formula for the interpolating polynomial can be used:

χ(i) =
k∑
j=0

φj

(
i

j

)
(4)

with k = L(Φi), instead of the more complicatedCR−1

rules 9–11 shown in Figure 8.

A closed-form pointer expression of a PAD can be ob-
tained usingCR−1 and Eq. (4). For example, the closed
form of the PAD{p0,+, 1}i shown in Table 1 isp0 + i and
the closed form of{r0,+, 0,+, 1}i is r0 + (i2 − i)/2. The
translation of PAD to closed-form byCR−1 and Eq. (4) as-
sumes that the loop is normalized, i.e. the initial value of the
loop counter variablei must be zero. The loop normaliza-
tion is performed by the algorithm after GIV recognition.



p = a; q = b+n;
for(i=0;i<n;i++)
{ p += j++;

*p++ = *q--; }

SSA∗⇒

p = a; q = b+n;
for(i=0;i<n;i++)
{ *(p+j) = *q;

p = p+j+1;
j = j+1;
q = q-1; }

CR⇒
for(i=0;i<n;i++)

*( {a + j,+, j + 2,+, 1}i)
= *( {b + n,+,−1}i);

CR−1

⇒
for(i=0;i<=n-1;i++)

a[(i+1)*j+i*(i+3)/2]
= b[n-i];

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Figure 9. Example Application of IVS+

4.4. Extended IVS Algorithm

The extended induction variable substitution algorithm
IVS+ converts pointer accesses to explicit array accesses in
loop nests. The worst-case computational complexity of the
IVS+ algorithm isO(mn log(n) k2), wherem is the max-
imum loop nesting level,n is the length of the source code
fragment, andk is the maximum length of the CRs derived
for GIVs in the fragment.

Figure 9 illustrates the four stages of theIVS+ algorithm
on an example code fragment. The program input (1) is
translated into a special variation of aSingle Static Assign-
ment(SSA) form (2) in which variable updates are prop-
agated and collected at the end of a loop. After the SSA
construction, induction variables and pointers are analyzed.
Uses of induction variables are replaced by CRs and pointer
accesses are replaced with PADs (3). In the final step of the
algorithm, PADs are translated to explicit array accesses (4)
by applying theCR−1 rewrite rules and replacing the re-
sulting dereferenced pointer expressions with explicit array
accesses.

The completeIVS+ algorithm is listed in Figures 10
and 11. There are three restrictions to the applicability of
the algorithm. First, the algorithm does not perform pointer
alias analysis. For example, the assignmentp=&i invali-
dates the conversion of the code if the code dereferencesp
while i is an induction variable. Second, loops are not al-
lowed to have explicit loop exits (break s). All other con-
trol flow in a loop can be handled by using if-then-elses in
the code. Third, no interprocedural analysis is performed.
However, the algorithm works if function calls do not mod-
ify any pointers and induction variables. The algorithm con-
verts pointer accesses to one-dimensional array accesses. A
method to convert these one-dimensional arrays to multi-
dimensional arrays can be found in [13].

The IVS+ algorithm analyzes a loop nest (not necessar-
ily perfectly nested) from the innermost loops, which are the
primary candidates for optimization, to the outermost loops.
For every loop in the nest, the body is converted to a single-
static assignment form with assignments to scalar variables
separated from the loop body and stored in setA. Next,
algorithmCR converts expressions inA to CR-expressions

to detect induction variables. AlgorithmHOIST hoists the
induction variable update assignments out of the loop and
replaces induction expressions in the loop by closed-forms.
Polynomial, factorial, GIV, and exponential CRs can always
be converted to a closed-form. However, some CRs do not
have equivalent closed-forms. To extend our approach be-
yond traditional GIV recognition, we use algorithm Fig-
ure 5 inIVS+.

The SSA∗ algorithm shown uses the precedence relation
on variable-expression pairs defined by

(U, Y ) ≺ (V,X) if U 6= V andV occurs inY

whereU andV are variable names, to obtain an ordered set
of variable-expression pairsA extracted from a loop body.
A directed acyclic graph is constructed for expressions in
A and expressions in the loop body such that common-
subexpressions share the same node in the graph. Algorithm
SSA∗ fails when≺ is not a partial order onA. This happens
in the presence of cyclic recurrences in a loop.

Each variable has only one expression inA. SetA con-
tains the potential induction variables of the loop. Values
of conditional induction variables are represented by con-
ditional expressions of the formC?X:Y , whereC is the
condition andX andY are expressions. The conditional
expressionC?X:X is rewritten intoX.

The conversion algorithm attempts to remove all pointer
assignments. The removable pointer assignments are listed
in the Table 3 below (p andq are pointers,a is an array
variable).

Initialization Removable Initialization Removable
p = a yes p = malloc(n) no
p = &a[n] yes p = &a[b[i]] no
p = q yes p = f(n) no
p = q+n yes f(&p) no

Table 3. Removable Pointer Initializations

When pointer initializations cannot be removed, the con-
version may not produce code that a compiler can handle for
applying data flow analysis.



Algorithm IVS+(S)
- input: statement list S
- output: induction variable substitution and pointer-to-array conversion applied to S
1. Convert all explicit array references inS to pointer offset accesses by rewriting:

a[ X] ⇒ *(a+ X) for pointers and arraysa and index expressionX
2. CALL IVSTRANS(S)
3. Use reaching flow information to remove and propagate initial assignments of (pointer) variables to their uses inS (see Table 3)
4. Apply CR−1 rules to every CR and PAD that appears in an expression inS
5. Convert all pointer-offset accesses to explicit array accesses by rewriting:

a+X ⇒ &a[ X] for pointers and arraysa and index expressionsX
*(& X) ⇒X for l-value expressionsX

6. For every left-over CRΦi in S, replace it with an index arrayia[i] that is initialized using the algorithm shown in Figure 5,
wheren is the upper bound of the index array which is the maximum value of the induction variablei of the loop in whichΦi occurs

Algorithm IVSTRANS(S)
- input: statement list S
- output: CR expressions inS represent the induction expressions inS
FOR each loopL in statement listS DO

Let S(L) denote the body of loopL, let i denote the counter variable with initial valuea, boundb, and strides
CALL IVSTRANS(S(L))
TRY CALL SSA∗(S(L), A)
CATCH FAIL:

Continue with next do-loopL in S
CALL CR(i, a, s, S(L), A)
CALL HOIST(i, a, b, s, S(L), A)

Algorithm SSA∗(S,A)
- input: loop body statement listS
- output: SSA-modifiedS and partially ordered setA, or FAIL
A:=∅
FOR each statementSi ∈ S from the last (i = |S|) to the first statement (i = 1) DO

CASESi
OF assignment statement of expressionX to V :

IF V is a numeric scalar or pointer variable,(V,⊥) 6∈ A, andX has no function calls and array accesses THEN
FOR each statementSj ∈ S, j = i+ 1, . . . , |S| DO

Substitute inSj every use of variableV by a reference toX
FOR each(U, Y ) ∈ A DO

Substitute inY every use of variableV by a reference toX
IF (V, ) 6∈ A THEN /* note: is a wildcard */
A:=A ∪ {(V,X)}

RemoveSi from S
ELSE /* other kind of assignment */

Continue with next statementSi
OF if-then-else statement with conditionC, then-clauseS(T ), and else-clauseS(E):

CALL SSA∗(S(T ), A1)
CALL SSA∗(S(E), A2)
CALL MERGE(C,A1, A2, A∪)
FOR each(V,X) ∈ A∪ DO

FOR each statementSj , j = i+ 1, . . . , |S| DO
Substitute inSj every use of variableV by a reference toX

FOR each(U, Y ) ∈ A DO
Substitute inY every use ofV by a reference toX

IF (V, ) 6∈ A THEN /* note: is a wildcard */
A:=A ∪ {(V,X)}

OF loop:
IF the loop body contains an assignment to a numeric scalar or pointer variableV THEN
A:=A ∪ (V,⊥)

Topologically sortA with respect to≺, FAIL if sort not possible (i.e.≺ is not a partial order onA)

Figure 10. Algorithm IVS+



Algorithm MERGE(C,A1, A2, A∪)
- input: Boolean expression C, variable-expression setsA1 andA2

- output: merged setA∪
A∪:=∅
FOR each(V,X) ∈ A1 DO

IF (V, Y ) ∈ A2 for some expressionY THEN
A∪:=A∪ ∪ {(V,C?X:Y )}

ELSE
A∪:=A∪ ∪ {(V,C?X:V )}

FOR each(V,X) ∈ A2 DO
IF (V, ) 6∈ A∪ THEN
A∪:=A∪ ∪ {(V,C?V :X)}

Algorithm CR(i, a, s, S,A)
- input: loop counter variable i with initial value a and stride s, statement listS,

and topologically ordered setA of variable-expression pairs
- output: expressions inA are converted to CR-expressions
FOR each(V,X) ∈ A in topological order (≺) DO

Substitute inX every use ofi by {a,+, s}i
Apply CR rules to simplify expressionX
IF X is of the formV + C, whereC is ani-loop invariant expression or a CR THEN

Replace(V,X) in A with (V, {V,+, C}i)
FOR each(U, Y ) ∈ A, (V,X) ≺ (U, Y ) DO

Substitute every use ofV in Y by {V,+, C}i
ELSE IFX is of the formV ∗ C, whereC is ani-loop invariant expression or a CR THEN

Replace(V,X) in A with (V, {V, ∗, C}i)
FOR each(U, Y ) ∈ A, (V,X) ≺ (U, Y ) DO

Substitute every use ofV in Y by {V, ∗, C}i
ELSE IFV does not occur inX THEN /* wrap-around variable */

Replace(V,X) in A with (V, {V − V(B(X)), ∗, 0}i + B(X))
FOR each(U, Y ) ∈ A, (V,X) ≺ (U, Y ) DO

Substitute every use ofV in Y by {V − V(B(X)), ∗, 0}i + B(X)
ELSE /* other type of assignment */

Continue with next(V,X) pair inA
FOR each(V,X) ∈ A in topological order (≺) DO

FOR each statementSj ∈ S (and statements at deeper nesting levels) DO
Substitute every use ofV in Sj byX
Apply CR rules to every expression that occurs inSj

Algorithm HOIST(i, a, b, s, S,A)
- input: loop counter variable i with initial value a, bound b, stride s, loop statement listS,

and topologically ordered setA of variable-expression pairs
- output: loop S with induction variable assignments hoisted out ofS
T := []
FOR each(V,X) ∈ A in reversed topological order (≺) DO

Apply CR−1 to expressionX resulting in expressionY
IF V does not occur inY THEN

IF V is live at the end of the loop THEN
Substitute every use ofi in Y by b b−a+s

s
c

AppendV := Y at the end of statement listT
ELSE

AppendV := X at the end of statement listS
Replace the entire statement listS with a loop with bodyS and followed by statementsT :
S := ( for ( i=0; i<=( b− a)/ s; i++) { S } T )

Figure 11. Algorithm IVS+ (Cont’d)



5. Concluding Remarks

In this paper we presented a powerful method for the
conversion of pointer-based code to explicit array accesses.
The conversion enables a compiler to perform data flow
analysis and loop optimizations on DSP codes

Two issues need to be addressed to make the approach
more practical. First, pointer analysis is required to enable
the algorithm in the presence of pointer aliases. Second,
interprocedural analysis is required if the functions called
in loops modify pointers and/or induction variables.
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